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Sean Martin, the director of a new all-female production of Richard II — a 
collaboration between Nashville Shakespeare Festival and Lipscomb 

University — clarifies in his production notes why he’d want to take this 

tack with one of Shakespeare’s lesser history plays. Martin cites Richard 

II as a “personal favorite,” “a truly human piece” and “extremely 
relevant.” The titular Richard II has traditionally been portrayed as 

effeminate — but, says Martin, “If everyone is female, no one can be 

effeminate.” 

At least Richard II is not Timon of Athens, one of Shakespeare’s least 
accessible (and hardly ever produced) problem plays. There is enough to 

recommend this script in its generally intelligible plotting, filled with the 

political intrigue of the British royal succession in the late 14th century. 

The story, roughly based on the brief life of the English monarch who was 
crowned in 1377 at age 10 and deposed in 1399, concentrates on the 

climactic final years of Richard’s reign, when his tyranny was ended by 



Henry of Bolingbroke’s invasion of England and ascension to the throne 

as Henry IV. 

There are plenty of noble speeches here, mighty pronouncements of war 
and woe aimed at keeping the audience straight about the offstage 

movement of armies and the fate of various pivotal players, including 

Thomas Mowbray, banished from England along with Bolingbroke in a 

critical Act 1 scene. Expect all the manly blustering that punctuates the 
history plays — heavy on process and procedure, with comparatively 

spare characterizations. 

Not that the esteemed main players — a mini-legion of accomplished 

Nashville thespians — don’t know how to muster bluster. With featured 
performers such as Beki Baker, Wesley Paine, Terry Occhiogrosso and 

NSF artistic director Denice Hicks — who proved gender-flexible more 

than a year ago when subbing as King Lear for an indisposed male actor 

— there’s no lacking the masculine intensity required for a tale about 
kingly musical chairs in the brutal Middles Ages. 

We don’t really get enough of one of the show’s finest players, Evelyn 

O’Neal Brush, who is excellent in the key early role of Mowbray but whose 

character never returns after Act 1. Yet Carrie Brewer, seen locally earlier 
this season in the minor role of Lady Montague in Romeo and Juliet, gets 

a chance to strut her stuff with sustained presence, emerging as a forceful 

and clear-voiced Bolingbroke, one of the play’s more dynamic historical 

figures. 

Most of the drama’s raw exposed emotion is channeled through the title 

character, portrayed by Music City newcomer Caroline Amos, who is 

charged with rendering a conscientious study of youthful energy striving 



for validation in the face of challenging forces beyond his control. With a 

résumé that includes solid classical credits in St. Louis and with 

Minnesota’s Great River Shakespeare Festival, Amos — hardly older than 
the Lipscomb undergrads who make up much of the supporting cast — is 

well prepared to tackle this verbose and voluble role, which requires 

constant stage presence and a demonstrated ability to deliver demanding 

poetry with meaning and style. (Act 2 is pretty much all Amos, asked to 
heroically bear the burden of increasingly impassioned soliloquies with 

little respite.) 

The 11 Lipscomb students achieve commendably despite their obvious 

inexperience, with Emily Meinerding gaining major stage time as 
Richard’s put-upon queen. 

The overall technical production values project the starkness and 

darkness of the time period, with veteran contributions by Andy Bleiler 

(set), June Kingsbury (costumes) and Anne Willingham (lighting). 

The Bard’s textual limitations aside, director Martin’s grand, 

contemporary gender experiment has to be termed a success. The play’s 

context suffers not one whit, the surprise casting inspires a visual interest 

that is definitely maintained throughout, and the ensemble commits fully 
to the power posturing and, as necessary, all the infighting, backstabbing 

and violence that typify medieval times.        
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